
Sweetheart 651 

Chapter 651: mu yichen’s intention … was to divorce her! 

 

mu yichen sneered. ” you’re still the young mistress of the mu family? who acknowledged your status? 

i’ve already said that i married you only to let grandma recuperate in peace. it was a temporary 

measure.” 

“if you behave, i can let you be mrs. mu for two more days. if you don’t … don’t blame me for being 

impolite!” 

upon hearing this, luo chenxin looked at him in horror. ” hubby, you … what do you want to do? ” i … 

didn’t i already explain it just now? you must believe me!” 

mu yichen’s disdainful gaze swept across her face. his voice was as cold as ice when he spoke. 

“you shut up! when did i allow you to call me hubby? don’t put gold on your face!” 

luo chenxin looked aggrieved. ” but … but, i … i’m your wife … ” 

“from today onwards, i won’t be!” 

mu yichen’s expression was cold and solemn. ” butler chen, call the security over and drag this woman 

out of here! ” 

housekeeper chen had been standing quietly on the side. 
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he had been waiting for this sentence for far too long! 

as soon as he heard young master mu’s instructions, he immediately showed a surprised expression, 

raised his head and said loudly, ” “yes, eldest young master! i’ll call for help immediately!” 

luo chenxin could not react for a moment. 

it was not until the security guard rushed into the room half a minute later that she suddenly came back 

to her senses. 

she screamed sternly, ” mu … mu yichen, you … what do you mean by this? you want to chase me out? i 

… i’m your legitimate wife, everyone in the upper-class circle knows that! you actually want to kick me 

out?” 

mu yichen pursed his lips coldly. unfortunately … you’re not one now! go back to the luo family 

immediately, my lawyer’s letter will be here soon.” 

luo chenxin’s vision turned dark as soon as she heard this, and she almost fainted on the spot. 

mu yichen’s intention … was to divorce her! 



moreover, from the cold and harsh expression on his face, it was absolutely impossible for him to say 

those words out of anger, but rather, he had made up his mind! 

before luo chenxin could stand still, mu yichen was already getting impatient. 

he waved his hand and urged the bodyguard behind him, ” “hurry up! did you not eat your fill? all of you 

are so slow!” 

the bodyguards, led by brother liang, had been standing firmly on luo chenxi’s side. 

he had long hated luo chenxin, the imposter who had taken over the young mistress’s nest and tried to 

murder her time and time again. 

upon hearing mu yichen’s words, each and every one of them was extremely excited. they rushed 

forward impatiently, grabbed luo chenxin’s arm, and dragged her outside. 

luo chenxin struggled with all her might, and her body fell desperately. she was dragged along and 

refused to leave. 

however, how could her strength be compared to these tall and strong bodyguards? 

even though he tried his best, he was still being pulled out bit by bit. 

luo chenxin screamed loudly, ” you lowly things, let me go, let me go! ” did you hear that? i’m the young 

mistress of the house, how dare you treat me like this. i … i’ll definitely make you suffer!” 

after calling out to them for a while, luo chenxin turned to mu yichen again when she realized that the 

bodyguards were completely ignoring her. 

she lowered her voice and pleaded, ” hubby, you … you can’t do this to me! i’m sorry, i was wrong. i 

won’t dare to do it again in the future. please don’t chase me away and beat me up, okay? hubby …” 

she called him ‘hubby’ a few times in an attempt to soften mu yichen’s attitude. 

however, mu yichen’s face darkened instantly. ” shut up! who’s your husband?” 

Chapter 652: luo chenxin was kicked out of the house 

 

luo chenxin was still talking nonsense! 

his little woman was right next to him. what if she got jealous? what if they misunderstood that he was 

really related to luo chenxin? 

at the thought of this, mu yichen suddenly said,”shut up, if you dare to make another sound … ah liang!” 

luo chenxin was still calling him ‘hubby’ and pleading. 

“hubby, don’t be angry. as the saying goes, one night as husband and wife, a hundred nights of love. i’m 

willing to be punished however you want. hubby …” 

suddenly, a crisp ” pa ” sound reverberated in the room. 



luo chenxin’s pleading voice stopped abruptly. 

as soon as brother liang heard mu yichen’s order, he immediately turned his hand around and gave luo 

chenxin a tight slap on the face. 

as a well-trained bodyguard, he was much stronger than luo chenxi. 
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not only was luo chenxin’s face swollen, but there was also the smell of blood in her mouth. 

she couldn’t help but spit out a large mouthful of blood. 

in the bright red liquid, there were actually two snow-white teeth mixed in. it was a particularly shocking 

sight. 

luo chenxin almost fainted on the spot from the slap. 

she could only swallow the curses that were on the tip of her tongue when she saw mu yichen’s chilly 

aura and the bodyguards ‘ferocious expressions. 

his eyes revealed a look of horror as he trembled, unable to say a word. 

mu yichen said coldly,”why are you all in a daze? hurry up and drag her out!” 

brother liang and the rest of the people dragged luo chenxi away roughly without the slightest 

hesitation. 

the commotion upstairs was so loud that the mu family’s servants had all heard it. they were all secretly 

paying attention to the situation upstairs. 

when the bodyguards dragged luo chenxin downstairs, they attracted everyone’s attention. 

all the servants were overjoyed when they saw this. 

“this weird woman has finally been driven away! the young master was really wise! how could a top-

grade woman like luo chenxin be qualified to be the mu family’s young mistress? the young master 

should have divorced her long ago!” 

“isn’t it? this kind of scum has finally received his retribution!” 

“let her be arrogant again, let her bully others again! it’s not like the young master is blind!” 

“look at how swollen her face is. did she get beaten up by the young master? although i hate men who 

hit women the most, i have to say this time, the young master is really too handsome!” 

luo chenxin had been living in the villa for more than a month, and the servants had been suffering for a 

long time. 

seeing that she had been abused so miserably, not only did no one sympathize with her, but they were 

all full of joy, as if they were celebrating a festival. 

there were even people who took rotten eggs and vegetable leaves from the kitchen and threw them at 

her. 



luo chenxin had never been in such a sorry state in her life. 

she had always treated the servants in the house as inferior and thought that it was an honor for them 

to carry her shoes. 

but now, she was being ridiculed by these “lowly people” in front of her face. this was even worse than 

killing her. 

he really wanted to dig a hole and hide in it. 

brother liang and the others dragged luo chenxin out of the mu family’s villa. they did not stop and 

continued to drag her all the way out of the gate of cloud lake elegant court. 

he only let go of her after he had thrown her on the boulevard at the entrance of the community. 

luo chenxin was angry and embarrassed, but she did not dare to challenge the bodyguards. 

she could only cover her face and leave this place as soon as possible. 

however, just as she turned around, she heard a burst of laughter behind her. 

“eh? who did i just see? isn’t this our young mistress mu? why are you in such a sorry state?” 

Chapter 653: luo chenxin, you’ve had such a day too! 

 

the voice was quite familiar. she was also a resident of cloud lake pavilion and one of the daughters of a 

wealthy family in T city. she had always been at odds with luo chenxin. 

ever since luo chenxin replaced luo chenxi and came to the mu family, she had been showing off in front 

of the mu family on many occasions. 

she had even used her status as the young mistress of the mu family to mock the other party. 

now, luo chenxin’s dejected appearance was seen by the other party, and he was immediately mocked 

mercilessly. 

luo chenxin said fiercely,’it’s none of your business. get lost!” 

“we’re just concerned about you! who dares to hit our young mistress mu? don’t tell me that young 

master mu is actually a violent person?” 

luo chenxin’s face burned when she heard that. 

compared to the embarrassing situation now, the pain from the beating was not worth mentioning. 

she gritted her teeth and said, ” who said that? i … ” 
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before she could finish, liang bro rudely interrupted her. 



” miss su, please don’t misunderstand. luo chenxin is no longer the young mistress of the mu family. our 

young master said that he can’t stand the things she has done in the name of the mu family. he has 

made up his mind to divorce her. ” 

miss su was stunned for a moment. she had not expected to hear such words. 

then, she raised her head and couldn’t help but laugh. 

“hahaha, this is so funny! luo chenxin, you’ve been driven out by young master mu, but you’re still 

putting on airs. who are you trying to deceive?” 

“it’s a slut like you, how can you be worthy of young master mu? she thinks that she can take the 

position of young mistress mu just because she has given birth to a child for the mu family.” 

“luo chenxin, you’ve had such a day too! i heard that the luo family is about to go bankrupt. how are you 

going to support yourself after you’re kicked out of the mu family? are you going to beg for food on the 

streets?” 

every word of ridicule was like a slap to luo chenxin’s face. 

however, she had no way to refute him. 

compared to the mockery, the fact that mu yichen was going to divorce her made her feel even more 

hopeless. 

why was it like this? 

why was she going through so much trouble to marry into the mu family, and now she was going to get 

a divorce? 

“no, no, i can’t just let it go like this! the position of the mu family’s young mistress is mine! i won’t get a 

divorce! yes, i won’t divorce you! i can definitely win young master mu back!” 

the expression on luo chenxin’s face became more and more ferocious. 

after everyone had left, she took out her phone from her bag. 

he called reis again. 

the phone rang a few times. 

just a second before she gave up, the call went through. 

luo chenxin was so excited that her hands were trembling. ” reese, you finally picked up the phone! ” 

…… 

at the mu family’s villa. 

luo chenxi felt excited when she saw luo chenxin being chased out. 

he should! 

that woman had almost killed her and had even abused the little dumpling. 



now, he had done so many things that angered the heavens and the people. 

luo chenxin had brought this upon herself. 

even though luo chenxi was aware of this, she was still a little worried. 

“mu yichen, will there be any problems if you just drive luo chenxin away like this? i’m afraid that she’ll 

continue to have other ideas after she leaves. after all, my mommy hasn’t been found yet …” 

mu yichen shook his head. ” it’s alright. i’ve already ordered someone to keep an eye on her. there 

won’t be any problems. ” now, she was the only one who had contact with the person who had taken 

her mother-in-law away. after she left the mu family, she was alone and helpless. she might contact the 

other party. so, as long as we keep an eye on her, we’ll have a chance to find her mother-in-law.” 

it was not an impulse for him to suddenly lose his temper and drive luo chenxin away today. 

instead, he had already thought about it carefully and had a plan. 

Chapter 654: mrs. mu, did you forget something? 

 

luo chenxi understood what he meant. she nodded and felt relieved. 

“young madam!” 

luo chenxi sat down on the sofa. before she could even sit properly, she heard housekeeper chen’s voice 

coming from the door. 

she turned around and greeted him with a smile, ” housekeeper chen, long time no see! ” how’s aunt 

chen?” 

housekeeper chen was so excited that he almost cried. 

“young madam, you’re finally back! we all miss you! you’ve suffered a lot outside during this time! that 

woman luo chenxin is too shameless. how dare she impersonate you! if it wasn’t for the young master, 

we would have kicked her out!” 

luo chenxi blushed slightly upon hearing his exaggerated words. 

” cough, cough, this … actually, i didn’t suffer. on the contrary, you’re the ones who were dragged down 

by me and have to endure luo chenxin’s tyrannical abuse. everyone has worked hard. if it’s convenient 

for you, i’ll go visit aunt chen tomorrow.” 

other than being hunted down by reese at the beginning, she did not suffer much at all. 
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in fact, she had already resumed her previous life after she got in touch with mu yichen. 

it was a little troublesome to change into men’s clothes every day. 



” there’s no need, young mistress, ” housekeeper chen quickly said. ” my old lady is only slightly injured. 

she took a long leave because she doesn’t want to see luo chenxin. ” if she heard that you’re back, she’ll 

be so happy. maybe she’ll be able to come back to work tomorrow.” 

as he spoke, he raised the jewelry box in his hand. ” by the way, young madam, these are the jewelry 

that madam gave you in the past. we were afraid that luo chenxin would steal them, so we put them 

away for you. ” 

luo chenxi received the jewelry box. she had just thanked him when another voice was heard. 

“young madam! i heard that young lady has returned. is that true?” 

she turned around and saw that it was the family’s cook, aunt lin. 

aunt lin walked toward her in quick strides. she was excited when she saw luo chenxi. 

“young madam, you’re finally back! that’s great! when you weren’t around, i made your favorite 

strawberry jam, and i was really going to ask liang bro to help send it to you! quickly try it!” 

she placed a tray in front of luo chenxi. on the tray was luo chenxi’s favorite strawberry jam toast. 

“thank you!” luo chenxi replied. 

he reached out for the bread. 

unexpectedly, before she could even take a bite, another voice came from the door. 

“young madam! has young lady really returned?” 

” young madam, we’ve been waiting for you to come back for a long time! ” 

” young madam, you mentioned that you wanted to renovate the studio. we’ve already done it for you. 

come and take a look. is it suitable? ” 

“young madam, this is what you wanted …” 

the mu family’s servants swarmed in, each one of them extremely excited, fighting to show off their 

achievements. 

everyone liked the friendly and polite luo chenxi to begin with. they liked her even more after 

comparing her to the outrageous luo chenxin. 

luo chenxi was overwhelmed by the unexpected favor. she spent quite some effort to appease all the 

servants. 

after everyone had left, she heaved a sigh of relief and began to count the gifts she had received with a 

smile. 

the maids only gave her strawberry jam and the like. they weren’t worth much, but they were all kind 

intentions. 

she was engrossed in the book when suddenly, a cold voice sounded in her ear. 

“mrs. mu, have you forgotten something?” 



luo chenxi snapped back to her senses. she turned around and saw mu yichen’s expressionless face. his 

thin lips were pursed tightly as he looked at her in displeasure. 

“uh, this …” 

Chapter 655: how’s luo chenxi doing now? have you gotten rid of her? 

 

only then did she remember that the happiest person for her official return … should be young master 

mu! 

luo chenxi moved closer to him in a hurry. she wrapped her arms around his neck and kissed his 

handsome face. 

mu yichen scoffed coldly. the moment she approached him, he grabbed her slender waist and pinned 

her down on the sofa. 

luo chenxi was shocked. ” wait, mu yichen, you … let me go first! ” the … the door isn’t closed …” 

mu yichen scoffed coldly in disdain. ” it’s fine if it’s not turned off. who dares to peek? ” 

he lowered his head and forcefully covered the little woman’s lips. 

between him and his little woman, only their first time had happened at home. 

now that he could finally relive the old dream, even if there was a knife in the sky, he could not stop him 

from hugging his wife! 

young master mu’s attitude was firm. he kissed luo chenxi’s lips willfully while his hot and powerful palm 

moved down slowly along her smooth waistline … 
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at this moment, a series of tapping sounds came from the corridor. 

luo chenxi suddenly felt that something was amiss. she pushed the man on top of her instinctively in an 

attempt to get up. 

however, young master mu was so excited that he didn’t take the noise outside seriously. he simply 

grabbed the little woman’s restless hand and pressed it on her head. at the same time, his kiss became 

more and more fanatical. 

“wuwuwu!” 

luo chenxi tried her best to speak, but mu yichen rebuked her. she could not utter a single word. 

the moment mu yichen took off his shirt … 

” bang! ” the door was opened from the outside. 

“big sister! grandma said we can finally go home! are you sleeping with tang tang today?” 

the footsteps became louder and louder. 



the little furball rushed into the room. suddenly, it stopped and its eyes widened. 

“eh? big sister, daddi, are you guys making younger brothers and sisters again?” 

luo chenxi covered her face with her hands upon hearing the noise. she looked upset. 

she and mu yichen … the little dumpling had actually witnessed their intimate scene again! 

oh my god, if an underaged person were to see such a scene, wouldn’t it lead the little dumpling astray? 

on the other hand, mu yichen had a calm expression on his face. he fastened his belt that he had already 

unbuckled. 

“that’s right.” 

the little dumpling tilted her head, her face full of confusion. ” kesu, where are tang tang’s younger 

siblings? ” why couldn’t he make rice? or is it hidden by daddi?” 

” because, although daddy works hard, your big sister doesn’t work hard. it’s not enough for one person 

to work hard when it comes to creating younger brothers and sisters. you must … ouch! ” 

before mu yichen could finish his sentence, he suddenly felt a sharp pain in his chest. 

luo chenxi could not bear to listen to him anymore. she gave him a kick. 

she glared at him angrily. ” are you done! if you continue to talk nonsense, i’ll punish you by making you 

sleep in the study for a month!” 

then, she picked up the little dumpling and went to the children’s room next door. 

mu yichen was left alone, grinding his teeth in secret. 

“this little troublemaker! it seems that i really should give her a little brother to play with her, otherwise, 

tiantian will be in the way!” 

…… 

on the other side, luo chenxin was talking to her phone anxiously. 

“reis, is that you? you … you finally picked up the phone! do you know how many times i’ve called you? 

why did you only pick up now? don’t forget, i’m your sugar daddy now! is this your attitude towards 

your sugar daddy?” 

“hehe, sugar daddy?” 

reis ‘voice came from the other end of the phone. 

however, it was much hoarser than usual. 

luo chenxin didn’t have time to think about it, so she asked, ” “cut the crap. how’s luo chenxi doing 

now? did you get rid of her?” 

Chapter 656: husband and wife, husband and wife, are people who are going to spend the rest of their 

lives together 



 

reis ‘laughter reached his ears. 

luo chenxin felt a chill down her spine for no reason. 

“what’s wrong, reese? say something? what’s the situation?” 

“do you want to know?” reese asked. if you want to know, we’ll meet at the usual place at noon the day 

after tomorrow.” 

luo chen’s heart skipped a beat and he became anxious immediately. 

the most important thing to her now was luo chenxi’s whereabouts. 

her heart was in her throat when she heard reese answering the phone. 

however, reese wanted to keep him in suspense and refused to say anything. 

luo chenxi’s heart was burning with anxiety. she could not help but shout loudly, ” reese, what the hell 

are you doing? tell me about luo chenxi’s condition at once! are you trying to cheat me of my money by 

making so many excuses?” 
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“scamming money?” reese laughed coldly. ” and you didn’t give me any money! and a few of my 

brothers have already died in china. you’re so thick-skinned, yet you still have the cheek to say you’re 

my sugar daddy!” 

” that’s all i have to say. if you want to know more about luo chenxi, come over the day after tomorrow 

and bring 100000 us dollars! ” 

“you …!” 

luo chenxin was so angry that she almost vomited blood! 

what kind of bad luck did she have today? not only was she beaten by chen xiluo, this pretty boy, but 

she was also kicked out of the house by young master mu. 

now, even reis dared to threaten her! 

she still wanted to say something, but reese hung up the phone. 

“dammit! why is the whole world against me!” 

luo chenxin almost smashed her phone again. 

…… 

the next day. 

luo chenxi woke up early in the morning. she held the little dumpling’s hand and went downstairs 

together. 



in the dining room on the first floor, young master mu was already sitting upright with a noble and cold 

expression as usual. 

tan yueru and mu yunfeng also came back. 

tan yueru immediately cracked into a smile when she saw luo chenxi. ” my daughter-in-law, you’re 

finally back! i can’t stand luo chenxin’s disgusting face every day during this period!” 

mu yunfeng coughed once. his face, which was similar to mu yichen’s, looked serious. 

“husband and wife, husband and wife, we’re going to spend the rest of our lives together. what can’t we 

discuss openly? she actually ran away from home just because of a disagreement? our mu family … 

doesn’t have such rules! you’re not allowed to do this again!” 

as he spoke, he turned around and looked at mu yichen. ” you’re teaching your own wife well. what kind 

of behavior is this? ” 

mu yichen nodded. ” it’s my fault for not teaching you well. dad, don’t worry. i will teach her the mu 

family’s rules.” 

luo chenxi shuddered subconsciously upon hearing young master mu’s words. 

house … house rules? 

what family rules? 

as long as she heard these two words, she would feel her back and legs go weak … 

she turned around and met mu yichen’s meaningful gaze. 

she was so frightened that she quickly picked up the little dumpling.”tang tang, have you finished 

eating?” big sister will send you to kindergarten, okay?” 

the little dumpling nodded.”okay ~” 

luo chenxi gave her a kiss on the cheek. 

their little princess was still the cutest. at the critical moment, they had to rely on her to save their lives! 

she carried the little dumpling and got into the car. 

just as she was about to close the door, the car door was forcefully pulled open. 

a tall figure squeezed in and sat beside the mother and daughter. 

luo chenxi was on high alert the moment she saw young master mu. ” mu yichen, what are you doing 

here? ” aren’t you very busy? don’t you have to go to work? i’ll just send tang tang to kindergarten.” 

mu yichen darted her a look. ” no matter how busy i am, it won’t stop me from sending my wife and 

daughter off. ” 

Chapter 657: young master mu’s family of three actually appeared together! 

 



the car quickly stopped at the entrance of yinpi kindergarten. 

today, bo shaoxuan did not seem to be here yet. 

the little ball looked a little disappointed, and its toot little face fell. 

on the other hand, luo chenxi was secretly rejoicing that her son-in-law had managed to escape a 

calamity again … 

mu yichen opened the car door and took the lead to get out of the car. 

a handsome man appeared on the street, immediately attracting everyone’s attention. 

yinlong kindergarten was the most high-end and aristocratic kindergarten in T city. the parents of the 

students were all famous people from all walks of life, and there was no one who didn’t know young 

master mu. 

it was rare to see young master mu, so many people wanted to go up and greet him. 

however, before they could do anything, they saw mu yichen turn around and bend over. he covered 

the door frame with his hand carefully. 
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he was protecting a beautiful woman as she got out of the car. 

in the woman’s arms was the mu family’s little princess. 

the little princess’s snow-white skin and big round eyes were exactly the same as the woman who was 

carrying her. 

young master mu’s family of three had actually appeared together! 

the kindergarten teacher’s eyes were filled with envy when she saw young master mu and luo chenxi 

holding the soft and adorable little dumpling’s hand on each side. 

teacher xu only returned to his senses when the three of them approached. 

“ah, young master mu, mrs. mu, it’s been a long time since i’ve seen you two together to send mu 

tianxin off.” 

luo chenxi nodded with a smile. ” i’m sorry. i was busy some time ago so i didn’t have the time to send 

my daughter over. it’s all thanks to you for taking care of tang tang. thank you so much! ” 

“mrs. mu, you’re flattering me. this is what i should do,” teacher xu quickly said. oh right, mrs. mu, if 

you’re not busy these days, can you find some time to attend our kindergarten’s parent-child activities? 

it’s been almost a year since mu tianxin entered the park, but she’s never participated in any parent-

child activities.” 

luo chenxin’s mother was better off without her. it was impossible for her to accompany xiao tuanzi to 

the event. 



on the other hand, even though mu yichen doted on the little dumpling, he was busy with work. no one 

dared to disturb him with such matters. 

luo chenxi felt her heart clench upon hearing his words. 

“okay, tang tang’s father and i will definitely come this time!” she quickly said. 

hearing this, teacher xu revealed a surprised expression. ” young master mu will be coming too? 

actually, only one parent is needed to participate in the event …” 

the children in yinpi kindergarten were all children from rich families. 

usually, fathers were very busy and only mothers could attend activities. 

the kindergarten wouldn’t force them. 

from the teachers ‘point of view, young master mu’s status was obvious. he must be busier than other 

fathers, and it was even more impossible for him to attend such an event. 

luo chenxi frowned ever so slightly. she turned around and looked at the man behind her. 

“what’s wrong? you don’t even have time to accompany tang tang to attend activities?” 

her words were not polite at all, and it was the standard questioning tone. 

the teacher and the surrounding parents were shocked. 

the rumors in the upper-class circle all said that mrs. mu’s background was very ordinary and could not 

be compared with the mu family, which was a top-class wealthy family. 

she was already very lucky to be able to marry into the mu family. 

she actually didn’t serve young master mu with fear and trepidation, and even dared to speak to young 

master mu like this? 

even so, there was not a single sign of anger on mu yichen’s face. 

he turned his head and met the two pairs of cat-like eyes, one big and one small, with the same look of 

anticipation. his eyes, which had always been cold and stern, instantly became gentle. 

“who said i’m not free? i will definitely come.” 

the little dumpling was so excited that she almost jumped up. ” really? daddi is so good, i love daddi the 

most!” 

luo chenxi had a surprised look on her face too. 

Chapter 658: doesn’t your conscience hurt? 

 

seeing the two at home so happy, young master mu suddenly felt that his life was complete. 

the little dumpling gave mu yichen and luo chenxi each a kiss on their faces before she skipped into the 

kindergarten. 



mu yichen held luo chenxi’s hand under the crowd’s envious gaze. 

“stupid woman, why are you still in a daze? hurry up and get in the car.” 

“oh …” 

it wasn’t until the two of them disappeared behind the car door that everyone came back to their 

senses. 

“young master mu and young mistress mu are so loving! young master mu is such a swift and decisive 

person in the business world, but he’s actually so gentle to his wife and daughter!” 

” i’ve heard people say that young master mu and madam’s relationship isn’t good. now, it seems that 

it’s just a rumor! ” 

“isn’t it? who would have thought that young master mu would actually listen to madam’s words! young 

mistress mu was so blessed to have such a handsome, rich, gentle, and considerate husband and such a 

lovely daughter! i really envy her!” 
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“ai, we’re all people with different lives. there’s no point in being envious …” 

in the car. 

luo chenxi was completely unaware that the others were envious, jealous, and hateful of her. 

this was because her daily interaction with mu yichen was just like that. there was nothing out of the 

ordinary about it. of course, she did not expect that such a scene would be so shocking in the eyes of 

others. 

she flipped through the activity plan that teacher xu had given her. suddenly, her phone rang. 

luo chenxi picked up the call. 

“little cutie, how are you doing now? you’ve returned to the mu family for so long, yet you’ve never 

thought of contacting me, your savior?” 

luo chenxi was stunned for a second before she exclaimed in surprise, ” “chief sheng! you … why are you 

calling me?” 

the man who was working on his laptop next to luo chenxi suddenly stopped typing on the keyboard 

when he heard the words ‘chief sheng’. a wisp of coldness flashed past his dark eyes as he looked 

toward his little woman. 

however, luo chenxi was too surprised to notice young master mu’s actions when she received the call. 

sheng yu snorted coldly. his tone was obviously dissatisfied. 

“i heard that you met Andy and huang luan when you were in B city?” 

“ah … yes, that’s right! i went back to my hometown to get something and happened to meet them.” 



sheng yu asked,’i heard from them that you’re not coming back to the company? why? why do i 

remember that i’ve never approved your resignation?” 

luo chenxi felt a little awkward. ” well … chief sheng, i sent you my resignation letter by email a month 

ago. ” 

at that time, she had made up her mind to exchange her identity with luo chenxin. 

in this case, she would definitely have to leave T city and could no longer continue to work at SL 

holdings. 

he could only resign. 

sheng yu scoffed coldly. ” how can a resignation letter be sent by mail? ” you should have sent it to my 

office personally! i didn’t approve your resignation, so why are you resigning? why didn’t he know the 

rules of the workplace? you’ve been absent from work for so many days for no reason. it should be 

enough, right? come back to work tomorrow!” 

luo chenxi widened her eyes in surprise. 

“ah? “this … but … i really can’t go to SL holdings. also, i’m planning to create my own brand …” 

“don’t give me excuses. there’s no conflict between running a personal brand and working in SL 

holdings. besides, you’ve only been here for a few days and you’ve already left the company’s work and 

ran off on your own! in two weeks, FADE’s new series will be released. where do you want me to find 

someone to replace you?” 

“don’t you feel guilty for neglecting your duty?” 

“this … this …” 

Chapter 659: sheng yu, i hope you won’t harass my wife for any reason 

 

luo chenxi was embarrassed by sheng yu’s rebuttal. 

speaking of which, she was indeed in the wrong in this matter. 

to a designer who had just graduated, it was definitely a very lucky thing to have the opportunity to 

work in SL holdings. 

he should cherish this opportunity. 

however, she had resigned after just a few days. 

he didn’t even explain the work at hand clearly. 

in the workplace, this could be said to be a very outrageous behavior. 

moreover, when she resigned, she could say that she was forced to leave. 

now, luo chenxin had been driven out of the mu family and was being monitored by mu yichen. she was 

no longer a threat to her. 
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under such circumstances, it would be unreasonable for her to refuse to go back to work. 

at the thought of this, luo chenxi said, ” chief sheng, why don’t we do this? i’ll go back to the company to 

work first. i’ll cooperate with my colleagues to finish the new series for the next quarter. as for my 

resignation, i’ll leave it to you in the future … ” 

she was halfway through her sentence when her hand suddenly felt empty. her phone had been taken 

away. 

the cold and handsome young master put the phone to his ear, his expression cold and his thin lips 

slightly lifted. 

“sheng yu, i hope you won’t harass my wife with any reason. it’s impossible for her to go back to work at 

SL holdings, and it’s also impossible for her to meet you again! i hope you have some self-awareness!” 

she did not know what sheng yu had said on the other end of the phone. 

the corners of mu yichen’s lips curled into a cold smile. ” … hehe, is that so? i’m afraid i’ll have to 

disappoint you. of course, my wife will listen to me. without my permission, she can forget about going 

to work!” 

“hey, mu yichen, what nonsense are you spouting? give me back my phone!” 

luo chenxi came to her senses and pounced over hastily in an attempt to snatch her phone back. 

but it was too late. 

mu yichen had already hung up the phone. moreover, his fingers were moving quickly as he blacklisted 

sheng yu’s name. 

luo chenxi was so infuriated that she wanted to hit someone. 

“mu yichen, you … how could you talk to chief sheng like that?” 

“how am i supposed to talk to him? stupid woman, are you questioning me?” mu yichen’s expression 

was unpleasant. 

luo chenxi glared at him angrily. ” that’s right, i’m questioning you! chief sheng is my savior! when i was 

being chased by the killer, if i didn’t run into chief sheng’s car on the way, i would have been a dead 

body by now … wuwuwu!” 

mu yichen stretched out his hand and covered her mouth to stop her from continuing. 

” shut up, stupid woman. don’t say anything about corpses! ” 

every time mu yichen thought about how luo chenxi was on the brink of death, yet he did not stay by 

her side to protect her, he felt a stabbing pain in his heart. 

this was a memory he didn’t dare to face the most. 

and at that moment, the one who protected his little woman was sheng yu … 



this not only made him jealous, but also made him extremely remorseful. 

luo chenxi shook her head desperately before she managed to shake off the man’s hand. 

“mu yichen, give me back my phone!” 

mu yichen casually tossed the phone back into her arms. 

luo chenxi fiddled with the phone in an attempt to remove sheng yu’s number from the blacklist. 

however, she did not know what mu yichen had done. no matter what she did, she still could not call 

sheng yu. 

she was so angry that she wished she could bite mu yichen to death. 

“what did you do? hurry up and give me chief sheng’s phone number!” 

“i won’t!” 

mu yichen refused flatly without even blinking. 

“i’ve already told you that you’re not allowed to work at SL holdings. if you like designing, i can pay to 

open a studio for you.” 

Chapter 660: mr. ceo, who had always doted on his wife like his life, actually quarreled with young 

madam! 

 

luo chenxi was so infuriated that she almost laughed. 

“that’s not the same thing, okay? i’m going to SL holdings to repay chief sheng’s kindness. besides, it’s 

really inappropriate for me to resign so suddenly. i’ve caused a lot of trouble for my colleagues. it’s very 

reasonable for chief sheng to ask me to clean up the mess.” 

mu yichen furrowed his brows. he watched as the petite woman raised her chin to defend sheng yu. 

the anger in his heart suddenly rose. 

he clasped luo chenxi’s shoulder with one hand and pressed her against the back seat of the car. 

he lifted her chin with his other hand. 

luo chenxi felt a sharp pain on her chin. she was forced to raise her head and met the man’s eyes that 

were filled with rage. 

“stupid woman! are you stupid? can’t you tell that sheng yu has improper thoughts about you?” 

luo chenxi opened her mouth and asked in response subconsciously, ” “you … how did you know?” 
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as soon as she said that, she realized that she had said the wrong thing. 



as soon as she looked up, the anger on mu yichen’s face deepened as expected. he tightened his grip on 

her chin. 

“so you already knew! that’s right, sheng yu’s attitude towards you is so obvious, how could you be so 

slow? since you know he’s interested in you, why did you still work at his company? don’t forget that 

you’re already the young mistress of the mu family! you have a husband now!” 

“what’s wrong? don’t tell me that you’re going to abandon your husband and daughter to be with a 

good-for-nothing like sheng yu?” 

luo chenxi was so infuriated that her face turned pale after being rebuked by him. 

“mu yichen, how can you say that about me? i’ve already said that i’m only going to SL holdings to repay 

sheng yu’s kindness. it’s all for work …” 

mu yichen sneered,”you’re doing this for work, but what about sheng yu?” i’m a man, how can i not see 

his purpose? he clearly had ulterior motives! anyway, you’re not allowed to go!” 

young master mu’s attitude was firm. 

however, luo chenxi was more stubborn than he was. 

“no, i must go! ‘mu yichen, can you not be so petty?’ are you still a man?” 

“you said i’m not a man?” mu yichen gritted his teeth. ” i think i’ve already proven it to you countless 

times. if you’re still not sure, i don’t mind letting you experience it again, whether i’m a man or not!” 

he was so angry that he lost his rationality. he lowered his head and kissed luo chenxi’s lips. 

his powerful hands moved up and lifted her skirt, caressing her soft skin … 

luo chenxi widened her eyes in anger. she twisted her body and struggled continuously. 

however, she could not escape his strong shackles. 

neither of them realized that the car had stopped in front of the mu group. 

in the driver’s seat, zhuo feng shivered as he heard the faint sound of movement coming from the back 

seat of the car. 

she did not expect that the president, who had always doted on his wife like his life, would actually 

quarrel with young madam! 

moreover, it wasn’t enough to just talk. he even touched and touched her! 

usually, he would eat the president and young madam’s dog food every day. he thought that being fed 

dog food was the most miserable thing in the world. 

now, he finally realized that compared to eating dog food, the argument between the president and 

young madam was a more dangerous thing. 

the president had an important meeting in five minutes. should he remind the president? 

he didn’t want to become the president’s cannon fodder in his rage! 



as zhuo feng was wavering, he heard a loud bang from the back seat. 

soon after, luo chenxi’s voice was heard with a sobbing tone, ” mu yichen, you’ve gone too far! you 

don’t respect me at all!” 

 


